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We all deserve healing.
Human Truth



HealHim

HealHer

HealThem

She is 35, Black, Mother, and lives in Brooklyn. Busy professional 
looking to relax, has been practicing yoga for 2 years. 

Needs: Community. Self-Care. Rest. Relaxation.  

He is 27, Black, Single, and lives in Los Angeles. Low sense of job stability, 
and is depressed.  

Needs: Physiological Wellbeing. Advice. Knowledge. A space for him.HealHim is 27. He lives in LA.

They are 37, AfroLatinx, and they live in Austin. Social anxiety, 
meditates once in a while. 

Needs: Psychological well being, Allyship. Affirmation.  



AUDIENCE STAGES.
Awareness Stage. 

Intention Stage.

Buyer is aware that they have an unfulfilled need, but are not sure where to start looking yet. 

They are highly engaged with HealHaus but are facing the barriers of commitment. 



Redefine Strength: Awareness Stage.
#RedefineStrength will focus on the consumer experiencing the self-
imposed burden of strength.



CONCEPT
Redefine Strength.

Take charge in your health and wellness journey by redefining  
what it means to be strong.



HealHaus honors your masculinity in  
the wellness space.
Achieving great health doesn’t happen overnight. Physical health and 
mental toughness starts with trusting yourself to thrive in this space.  
Walk into a space of healing and defy the status quo. 

HealHim

HealHim: Redefine Strength



HealHim: Redefine Strength.

#HealHim IG Stories Q + AIGTV Video Visuals



Your strength still needs support.
Even Superwoman needs a little bit of R&R. Harmony in life requires  
grounding yourself in the moment. In this space, you are seen and  
the pressure to be everything to everyone is a thing of the past.  

HealHer: Redefine Strength

HealHer



Interactive Filter

HealHer: Redefine Strength



Carousel Guide



#HealHer



HealHaus affirms your existence.

It takes bravery to stand in your truth. But walking in that confidence is  
something  you may continually struggle with. At HealHaus, we recognize  
that it’s easy to let the world define you but what good would that be?  

HealThem

HealThem: Redefine Strength



#HealThemInteractive IG FilterWellness Guide
Visuals

HealThem: Redefine Strength



247 WEBSITE CLICKS 

360 WEBSITE CLICKS

HH Black Moon:  
Healing Cypher for Men of Color 

Circle of Care for Black Women

HealHaus Activity + General Instagram Insights 

Key takeaways: Audience responds best to specific events + when certain demographics are targeted.



The Gift of Letting Go: Intention Stage.

Gift of Letting Go will focus on the consumer releasing what has held 
them bound for so long by signing up for a 7-day free trial membership.



CONCEPT
The Gift of Letting Go.



HealHaus helps you release what you  
don't need in order to ascend to your  
higher state of being.
You deserve a higher level of inner peace. Release self-limiting beliefs and  
grab hold of the joy that comes after. When you become new, you can see  
yourself with fresh eyes. 

The Gift of Letting Go



Virtual Polaroids

Landing Page

The Gift of Letting Go



Virtual Polaroids

IG Story IG InFeed Post

The Gift of Letting Go



Audience Engagement Posts

The Gift of Letting Go

Standing firmly in your truth is the real revolution. Now is 
the time to release every doubt that's causing you to 
question yourself. What good would that be to let the world 
define you? You didn't get this far to ONLY get this far. We 
want to hear it loud in the comments: How are you 
redefining strength? COMMENT below!

Even Superwoman needs a bit of R&R. As you unload the  
pressures of everyday's constant demands, know you have  
this space to lean in to, unwind and unload. Come out with  
it, your strength still needs support and we're here for you  
every step of the way. TAG a #blackwoman who needs to  
#redefinestrength on this wellness journey

The Gift of Letting Go



The Gift of Letting GoRedefine Strength



NEXT STEPS
Budget Discussion
Cookie + Tracking Discussion
Campaign Rollout Plan



THANK YOU.


